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ABSTRACT
This paper considers the dynamics of complex struc-
tures with dry friction dampers attached, such as turbo-
machinery bladed disks. Two extensions of the Hybrid
Frequency/Time domain (HFT) method are introduced
to calculate efficiently the steady-state forced response
of (1) realistic, tuned assemblies with cyclic properties;
and (2), structures represented by reduced-order models
which feature - for sake of accuracy and convenience – a
high ratio of linear degrees of freedom to nonlinear fric-
tional degrees of freedom. It is shown in particular that
for cyclic systems, considering the disk as a rigid support
is no longer required to carry out the nonlinear analy-
sis, and that the exact dynamics of a flexible bladed-disk
structure can be entirely deduced from the dynamics of
one of its sectors. Three numerical examples are also
presented. They show that the proposed modifications of
the HFT method allow one to study with great efficiency
the dynamics of complex, tuned or mistuned flexible as-
semblies, without sacrificing (1) the fidelity of the mod-
eling of the structure, (2) the realism of the modeling
of the frictional interfaces, which can possibly involve
variable normal load and lost of contact; and (3), the ac-
curacy of the nonlinear analysis, that is, the number of
Fourier coefficients retained to approximate the periodic,
steady-state response of the structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many studies on the dynamics of periodically excited
structural systems with friction damping use the Har-
monic Balance Method (HBM).1 This method is based
on the representation of the dynamics of the structure us-
ing a linear combination of temporal harmonics, and it is
particularly well suited to the analysis of the steady state
response of nonlinear systems. If a sufficient number of
harmonics are retained, both the motion of selected de-
grees of freedom of the structure and the friction force
at the contact points can be approximated with excellent
accuracy.
Early studies on the subject of dry-friction damping
were limited to single harmonic approximations. Among
them, cantilevered beams2–5 and simple turbomachinery
applications6–9 were successfully studied with models of
dampers of increasing complexity, such as models with
microslip,10 variable normal load,11 elliptic motion of the
contact point,12–14 or three dimensional contact kinemat-
ics.15 However, it was also noted that the single harmonic
approximation was often unable to accurately capture the
periodic waveforms of the nonlinear response and the
friction force.
This issue was first addressed by the introduction of an
incremental variant of the HBM,16, 17 but the first multi-
harmonic studies18 still required complicated analytical
work to calculate the nonlinear force.
A significant breakthrough was made as the Alternat-
ing Frequency/Time domain method was introduced in
1989 by Cameron and Griffin.19 It was realized that the
nonlinearities due to the friction force can be accurately
evaluated in the time domain and transformed back in the
frequency domain, so as to form a set of nonlinear equa-
tions which can be solved by a Newton-Raphson-like
procedure. Guillen and Pierre20 recently proposed a vari-
ant of the AFT method, called Hybrid Frequency/Time
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domain method, and confirmed that large scale, friction-
damped systems can be efficiently studied with this ap-
proach.
Finally, the most recent works show that the HFT
method is adapted to the study of systems featuring com-
plex frictional nonlinearities with an accurate, multi-
harmonic approach. Guillen et al.21 introduced a flex-
ible, structure-like damper model. Chen and Menq22 de-
veloped a three-dimensional model of shroud contact,
and, Nacivet et al.23, 24 introduced an alternative to the
HFT method based on dynamic lagrangians.
This paper presents two extensions of the Hybrid Fre-
quency/Time domain method:
The first one is based on Lagrange’s work on the mod-
eling of the forced response of spatially cyclic struc-
tures with friction dampers.25 Previous works on this
subject always assumes that the sectors of the assembly
are structurally independent, that is, they are represented
by independent structures connected to a rigid support.
Coupling between these structures was assumed to occur
only through the nonlinear forces, which depend from
the motion of two adjacent sectors, such as the forces
created by shroud-to-shroud contact or by underplatform
dampers. In other words, these studies considered that
for a bladed-disk assembly subject to nonlinear forces
applied to the blades only, the coupling between two ad-
jacent sectors due to the flexibility of the disk is zero.
The theory presented here is based a contrario on the ex-
act derivation of the properties of fully flexible, cyclic
systems. It allows one to reduce the study of the struc-
ture to the analysis of the behavior of one of its sectors.
It also shows that there exists a special relation between
the spatial modes of vibration of the structure and the
temporal harmonics of the excitation.
The second extension of the HFT method concerns
the generation of the equations of motion derived from
the Harmonic Balance Method. More precisely, a new
method of condensation of the equations of motion on
the set of nonlinear degrees of freedom (DOFs) is intro-
duced. This new method, based on a modal analysis of
the part of the structure that is not subject to the non-
linear forces, allows one to study without incurring time
penalties systems featuring a high ratio of linear DOFs
to nonlinear DOFs.
Finally, three numerical examples illustrates the capa-
bilities of the proposed modifications of the Hybrid Fre-
quency/Time domain method.
2. HBM FOR NON-CYCLIC STRUCTURES











,  and  are respectively its mass, stiffness
and viscous damping matrices. # is a periodic, external
force, and & is an external, nonlinear force modeled as
an operator acting on the displacement of the structure.
2.1 Equations of motion in complex form
When the steady-state response of the structure is as-
sumed to be periodic, the displacement  and the linear
force   can be written as Fourier series of harmonic func-
tions. Assuming that keeping  (' harmonics provides an
accurate approximation of the dynamics of the structure,
they can be written as

	 Re )
+*,-%.0/  -1+243 -65879 (2)
  
	 Re )
+*,-%.0/  ;: -1+2<3 -%5=79 $ (3)
where
5>@? is the frequency of excitation of   . Similarly,
the expression of the nonlinear force   as a function of
the displacement  is given by:
   "!#
	 Re )
A*,-%.B/  ;: - C / $EDFDFDE$
 A* 	 1+243 -65879 D (4)
Then, applying the Harmonic Balance Method to equa-
tion (1) yields a set of   ' complex, nonlinear, coupled
equationsG
-  -IH  ;: -JH  ;: -  / $FDFDEDK$
 A* 	ML0$ (5)
where
G
-  H ON=P	 >  RQ N=PSTUD (6)
2.2 Condensation of the system
Since industrial, realistic structures are in general rep-
resented by very large finite element models, it is usu-
ally not possible to solve efficiently the set of nonlinear
equations (5) when the unknowns  - consist of the har-
monic components of all the physical degrees of freedom
present in the finite element (FE) model. In lieu thereof,
models of significantly smaller size are used to repre-
sent the structure. Assuming that the structure’s DOFs
can be classified as nonlinear DOFs (i.e., DOFs where
a nonlinear external force is applied), and linear DOFs
(i.e., all the other DOFs of the structure), these reduced-
order models are usually obtained from component mode
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Fig. 1: Partition of physical, FE model DOFs and
reduced-order model DOFs.
synthesis techniques, which substitute most of the linear
DOFs of the structure by a few modal coordinates and
leave the nonlinear DOFs unchanged. Therefore, when
the nonlinearities are localized (i.e., the number of non-
linear DOFs is a small fraction of the total number of
DOFs), significant gains in term of size are achieved.
In turbomachinery applications, such localized non-
linearities are exhibited by bladed disk assemblies with
dry friction dampers attached to adjacent blades. Apply-
ing the Craig-Bampton condensation method26 to these
systems yields reduced-order models in which DOFs are
partitioned as described in Fig. 1. These reduced-order
models consist in:  A subset of the physical DOFs of the original FE
model. It is made of the nonlinear friction DOFs
as well as any other physical DOFs (referred to as
retained, linear DOFs) of particular importance for
the analysis and the understanding of the dynamics
of the structure.  A subset of modal coordinates corresponding to the
free vibration normal modes of the structure fixed at
the retained, linear and nonlinear DOFs.
This condensation of the FE model is computationally
costly and is usually done once and for all. As a conse-
quence, when for instance parametric studies are carried
out to optimize the characteristics of the dampers, it is
necessary to make sure that the subset of retained phys-
ical DOFs of the reduced-order model is large enough,
so that different frictional configurations can be tested
without performing the condensation of the FE model
for each configuration. For bladed-disk assemblies with
underplatform friction dampers, one might retain for in-
stance several candidate friction DOFs under each plat-
form to assess the benefits of various locations of the
damper. Similarly, it is usually beneficial to keep a rel-
atively large number of normal modes so as to approxi-
mate best the dynamics of the structure.
Therefore, although the size of the reduced-order
model can be several orders of magnitude smaller than
the size of the original FE model, the ratio of the actual
nonlinear DOFs – for a given frictional configuration –
to the other DOFs of the reduced-order model (i.e., the
other candidate friction DOFs not considered in this con-
figuration, the retained linear DOFs, and the modal coor-
dinates) can still be rather small, and makes solving the
set of equations (5) difficult.
The Harmonic Balance Method provides an elegant
means of reducing the system to the actual nonlinear
DOFs. Let the superscript

denote the retained DOFs
(i.e., the DOFs actually subject to a nonlinear force for a
given friction configuration), and let

denote the deleted
DOFs, i.e., all the other DOFs of the reduced-order
model. Since the DOFs in the

set are not subject to
a nonlinear force, the set of equations (5) can be written
as  G - G  -G  - G -   -  -  H   ;: - ;: -  H  L : -  TL0D (7)
This set of equations can be expressed as a function of  - onlyG 	 -   - H   ;: - H  : -  / $FDEDFDF$  A* 	ML$ (8)
where the reduced quantities
G 	 - and   ;: - are defined
as: G  -  G 
- H G  - G - G  - (9)  ;: -   ;: - H G  - G -  : - D (10)
If required, a simple backsubstitution allows one to
express the value of the harmonic components of the
deleted DOFs,  - , as a function of the harmonic com-
ponents of the retained nonlinear DOFs,   - :
 -  G -   ;: - H G  -   - !D (11)
As a consequence of this transformation, the set of non-
linear equations (8) does not involve a combination of
linear and nonlinear variables anymore. It is made of the  ' harmonic components of the    retained nonlinear




Traditional implementations of the HBM generate the ' reduced matrices
G  - by a direct application of

For each DOF, the coefficients of the Fourier series are complex
(they are represented by a real and an imaginary part corresponding to
the cosine and sine components of the series), except the coefficient
corresponding to the harmonic 0, which is always real.
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Eq. (9). When the response of the structure is de-
sired over a range of frequencies, the steps described in
Eqs. (9) and (10) must be repeated for each frequency. In
particular, the matrices
G - have to be inverted for each
value of P , and these inversions can become very costly
as the fidelity of the reduced-order model increases, i.e.,
as the ratio of nonlinear DOFs to deleted DOFs de-
creases. In some cases, the CPU time consumed by these
linear operations significantly exceeds the CPU time re-
quired to solve the condensed, nonlinear problem.
The reduced matrices
G  - can be generated in a sim-
ple way which alleviates this problem. Assuming that
the damping matrix  is proportional to the mass and
stiffness matrices of the structure, that is,  (   $ (12)
and defining the complex scalars  - and  - as
 -    Q N=P  (13)
 -  H N=P	 > RQ N=P$ (14)G - can be written asG -   -     -   $ (15)
with similar expressions available for
G - , G  - and G  - .
Then, solving the eigenproblem   	   !   TL (16)
yields     

 2 $ (17)
where  is a diagonal matrix. Now, defining the diago-
nal matrices  - as
 -   -    - $ (18)
where  is the identity matrix, and combining Eqs. (15),
(17) and (18), one obtains the following expression for
the inverse of
G - :G - 
  2- 
 2   D (19)
Introducing the constant matrices  ,  ,  , and  de-
fined as
     
 (20)
      
 (21)
 
 2      (22)
 
 2      $ (23)
and substituting these expressions in equation (9), the re-
duced matrices
G  - can finally be expressed as:G 	 -  G - H    > -  2-    -  -  2-   !H     -  -  2-    > -  2-   !D (24)
The advantage of this formulation is that  ,  ,  , and
 can be computed once and for all (they are indepen-
dent of P ), and that the inversion of the matrices
G - is
replaced by the trivial inversion of the diagonal, complex
matrices  - . When large models are considered (e.g.,
mistuned bladed disk assemblies with as many friction
dampers as blades), significant CPU-time gains ensue.
3. HBM FOR CYCLIC STRUCTURES
Unlike the general structures described in the previous
section, a typical friction damped, bladed disk is a struc-
ture which exhibits a cyclic symmetry, that is, the geom-
etry of the complete assembly (i.e., the disk, the blades
and the underplatform dampers) can be deduced by suc-
cessive rotations of one of its sectors. Such a structure
can be fully described by (1) the geometry and the me-
chanical properties of a single sector, and (2) the number
of sectors   of the assembly.
As the bladed disk rotates, it is subject to a constant,
non-uniform pressure field, and the variations of pres-
sure experienced by the sectors due to the rotation of the
structure result in a vibratory response of the assembly.
3.1 Temporal periodicity of the response
For the sake of clarity, we introduce the two following
reference frames:   	 is a reference frame fixed with respect to the
structure. In this reference frame, the position of a
point  of the structure is expressed in polar coordi-
nates as    $! $!"8	 , where " corresponds to the axis
of rotation of the disk.    	 is a reference frame fixed with respect to the
pressure field. The position of a point # fixed with
respect to    	 is expressed in polar coordinates as
 $ $!%<$!"8	 .
It is somehow more convenient to carry out the analy-
sis of the response of the structure by considering that
the disk is fixed in space and that the pressure field ro-
tates, resulting in a travelling excitation which excites the
bladed disk assembly, as shown in Fig. 2.
Since the pressure field is time invariant in    	 , the
pressure observed at any point & $ $'%4$!"8	 fixed in    	
can be described by an infinite Fourier series:
()  +*  Re ) ,,-%.B/.- -   $!"8	 1 2<3 -0/ 9 D (25)
In most turbomachinery applications however, the pres-
sure field features a spatial periodicity defined by an inte-
ger 121 , referred to as “engine order”. That is, the pressure
4































Fig. 2: Example of structure with cyclic symmetry.
field can be fully described by any angular sector of size  121 repeated 121 times, and ( )  * is given by:
( )   *  Re ) ,,-%.0/ - - $ $!"8	 1 243 -  /K9 D (26)
Figure 2 shows an example of travelling excitation when1 1 – also referred to as the number of nodal diameters of
the excitation – is equal to 4.
Now, defining  as the angular velocity of   	 with
respect to   	 , and assuming that the two reference
frames coincide at  , the angular coordinates of two
points  (fixed in   	 ) and & (fixed in    	 ) coinciding
at  must satisfy: %    H  D (27)
As a consequence, the pressure observed at  at a fixed
point  $ $  (	 of the structure is expressed as:
( )  $
 *  Re ) ,,-%.0/ - - $ $!"8	 1+243 - 
	 7 2 9 D (28)
Then, defining P as
P  1 1 $ (29)
and integrating Eq. (28) over the elements of the struc-
ture, one obtains the expression of the linear, travelling
excitation in the reference frame   	 :


	 Re ) ,,-%.0/  ;: -1+2<3 -%5=7 9 D (30)
Thus, the spatial harmonics which define the constant,
rotating pressure field correspond to the temporal har-
monics of the linear excitation acting on the bladed disk,
and the pulsation of the fundamental temporal harmonic
of
  is P .
Now, assuming that gyroscopic effects are neglected,








where  indicates that the variable refers to all the  
DOFs of the structure,   being defined as the product
of    by the number   of DOFs per sector. As in the
previous section,
 represents the nonlinear forces due
to the friction dampers.
Labeling the    sectors of the assembly as indicated
in Fig. 2, the displacement of the structure as well as the
linear and nonlinear forces can be written as
C
	 )  / C
	%$FDEDFDE$
  2  
	 9 (32)  C
	 )  / 
	K$FDFDEDF$@  2  
	 9  (33)
 "!C
	 )  /  "!#
	K$FDEDFDF$@   2   B!C
	 9  $ (34)
and in the following, the sector numbered “0” will be
referred to as reference sector.
Since
  corresponds to a wave rotating at the angu-
lar velocity  , the external excitations applied at time 
to two adjacent sectors differ only by a simple temporal
phase  7 , defined as:
 7   S   D (35)
Thus, the excitation applied to the  -th sector of the as-
sembly can be fully deduced from the excitation applied
to the reference sector:  C
	  / C H ! 7 	%D (36)
Now, assuming that the response of the structure exhibits
the same temporal phase, the displacement of the whole
structure can also be expressed as a function of the dis-
placement of the reference sector, that is,  C
	 /  H ! 7 	KD (37)
As a consequence, the definition of the nonlinear forces   as operators acting on  can be modified so as to in-
volve  / only,     "!C
	M"&   / !C
	%$ (38)
and the phase relation (37) yields:    "!C
	M /&   / !C H ! 7 	%D (39)
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3.2 Equations of motion in complex form
Since the pulsation of the excitation
O is P , and assum-
ing that   ' -harmonic Fourier series are accurate enough
to approximate the dynamics of the structure, the phase
relations (36), (37) and (39) allows one to write in com-
plex form
 ,  , and & as:
 
	 A*,-%.B/ )  / - 1 243 -6587 $FDFDEDDFDEDF$
 /- 1 2<3 -65 	 7 2 	  2    9  $ (40)
  C
	 +*,-K.B/ )  / ;: -&1+243 -6587 $FDEDFDDEDFDK$@ / ;: - 1 2<3 -%5 	 7 2 	  2    9 $ (41)
and
   "!#
	  *,-%.B/ )  /: -  // $FDEDFDK$  / A* 	 1+2<3 -6587 $EDFDFDDEDFDF$@ /&;: -  // $FDEDFDK$  / A* 	 1 2<3 -65 	 7 2 	   2     9  D (42)
These equations can be written in a more compact form,
 
	 A*,-%.B/ )  -  / - 9 1A243 -6587 (43)
  
	 A*,-%.B/ )  -  /;: - 9 1+2<3 -%5=7 (44)
    !#
	 A*,-%.B/ )  -  / ;: -  // $FDFDEDK$
 / A* 	 9 1A243 -6587 $
(45)
where the Kronecker product  and the vector 
 - are
defined in the appendix.






-  H ON=P	 >  RQ N=P T U$ (46)
and applying the harmonic balance method to Eq. (31),
one obtains:
G
-    -  / - 	 H   -  /;: -H   -  / ;: -  // $FDFDEDF$  / A* 	TLD (47)
The last step in this analysis is based on the definition
and properties of the extended Fourier matrix presented




 and  are block-circulant
matrices), the trivial transformation
	   
G
- 	 	      -  / - 	 H 	      -
  /: - 	H 	      -   / ;: - C // $EDFDFDE$










0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 0 ...
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 1 3 5 7 9 11 0 ...
0 3 6 9 12 2 5 8 11 1 4 7 10 0 ...
0 4 8 12 3 7 11 2 6 10 1 5 9 0 ...








6 6 12 5 11 4 10 3 9 2 8 1 7 0 ...
Spatial harmonic
Table 1: Relation between the spatial harmonics of
the response of a 13-sector cyclic structure and the
temporal harmonics of the excitation applied to one of
its sectors, for various engine orders.
yields the block-diagonal form of Eq. (47):
BDiag  
G / - $FDEDFDK$
G  2- ! 	      	K   -  / - 	H  	     <	K  -
  /;: - 	H  	      	K  -
  / : -  // $FDEDFDF$  /  * 	
	ML0$ (49)
where G
-  H ON=P	 >    Q N=PS     D (50)
Then, the distributivity property of the Kronecker prod-
uct allows one to rewrite Eq. (49) as:
BDiag  
G / - $EDFDEDF$
G  2- !# 	     - 	   / -H  	    - 	   /;: -H  	    - 	   / ;: - C // $EDFDEDK$
 /  * 	
	MLD (51)




the appendix yields the most compact form of the   '
equations of motion:G
 	 - :   -  / -IH  /;: - H  / ;: -  // $FDFDEDF$  / A* 	TL$ (52)
where
 N"$ 121 	 H N 121      !D (53)
If required, this set of nonlinear equations can be re-
duced to the nonlinear DOFs of the reference sector, in
a fashion strictly similar to the method previously pre-
sented.
3.3 Comments
Although the set of nonlinear equations (52) obtained
for a cyclic system shares many similarities with the set
of equations (5) obtained in the general, non-cyclic case,
some important differences should be noted:
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  The unknowns involved in the set of equations (52)
consist of the Fourier coefficients of the DOFs of
the reference sector only. They represent the actual
motion of the nodes of the reference sector. The
gain in terms of reduction of the size of the nonlin-
ear system is therefore extremely important, since
the DOFs of the other sectors can be ignored.  A simple temporal phase  7 exists between the re-
sponse of two adjacent sectors. This phase relation
applies to the displacement of the structure, the lin-
ear and the nonlinear forces as well, and it depends
on (1) the pulsation P of the linear excitation ap-
plied on the reference sector, (2) the spatial repet-
itivity 11 of the travelling excitation; and (3), the
number of sectors   of the assembly.  7 is given
by:
 7   P 121    D (54)  Although the nonlinear force applied to the refer-
ence sector depends on the DOFs of this sector as
well as the DOFs of other sectors of the assembly -
as it is the case for underplatform friction dampers
which straddle consecutive sectors – it can be ex-
pressed as a function of the motion of the reference
DOFs only.  The matrices   ,   and   appearing in the def-
inition of the matrices
G
 - are complex, and they
represent the structural matrices associated to the
natural modes of vibrations of the reference sec-
tor when the response of the complete structure ex-
hibits a spatial cyclicity of order  . Since the com-
plete structure features    sectors, the maximum
value of  is   H  .
The set of equations (52) is best understood by realiz-
ing that the nonlinear response of the complete structure
is actually approximated by a finite series of linear re-
sponses. The set of nonlinear equations (52) is indeed
made of   ' coupled linear systems, where each linear
system corresponds to the equations of motion of the ref-
erence sector when the complete cyclic structure is sub-
ject to a mono-harmonic travelling wave. The nonlin-
earity of the complete set of equations stems from the
coupling of the solutions of these linear systems by the
nonlinear force.
For instance, for the linear system associated to N   ,
the structure is subject to a rotating, mono-harmonic
travelling wave of spatial cyclicity 1 / , or, in other words,
the structure is subject to a rotating wave made of the
spatial harmonic 1 1 only. The response of the structure
is therefore a travelling wave of same characteristics, i.e.,
it features the spatial harmonic 1 1 only. This response is
obtained for the reference sector – from which the re-
sponse over all the assembly can be deduced – by se-
lecting the structural matrices
  ,   , and   which
correspond to the modes of vibrations with one nodal di-
ameter.
As long as the inequality N 1 1     is verified, the spa-
tial harmonic of the response matches exactly the spatial
harmonic of the travelling excitation. However, whenN 121    , the response of the structure cannot exhibit
a spatial cyclicity of N 11 , since it is made of   sectors.
Instead, the response of the structure exhibits a spatial
harmonic  N"$ 11 	 , where  ON"$ 121 	 is defined in Eq. (53).
Eq. (53) is of course also valid when N 1 1 is lower than   .
Since the spatial harmonic waves of the excitation are
each associated to a temporal harmonic of the forcing ap-
plied to the reference sector, Eq. (53) can therefore be un-
derstood as the relation between the temporal harmonics
of the linear and nonlinear forces applied to the reference
sector, and the spatial harmonics present in the response
of the complete structure. This relation is illustrated in
Table 1 for a 13-sector cyclic structure.
One should also note that although the linear excita-
tion  / C
	 is approximated by a relatively low number
of harmonics – less than 3 in general –, the nonlinear
force  /   / !#
	 has usually a much richer harmonic con-
tent. As a consequence, the number of spatial harmonics
which are present in the response of the structure is in
most cases not limited by the number of temporal har-
monics, and it is determined by 1 1 and    only. For in-
stance, considering a 160-sector assembly subject to a
force featuring 64 nodal diameters, the only spatial har-
monics potentially present are: 0, 32, 64, 128, and 96.
4. SOLUTION METHOD
As mentioned above, the equations of motion of both
cyclic and non-cyclic structures are governed by a set of  ' similar matrix equations. They can also be written
in real form and combined into a single nonlinear matrix
equation, so that the harmonic coefficients that describe
the dynamics of the system are solution of a nonlinear
function  , defined as
   	
G
 H  H 
  	%$ (55)
where  consists of the harmonic cosine and sine coeffi-
cients of the motion of all or part of the nonlinear DOFs
of the structure (depending on whether it is cyclic or not).
4.1 Hybrid Frequency/Time domain method
The nonlinear equation    	  L is solved using a
nonlinear solver based on an implementation of the hy-
7
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brid Powell algorithm27 proposed by Garbow et al28 .
Given an initial approximation 
	 /  of the solution, this
algorithm generates successive estimations 
	   ,  	 >  ,DFDED ,  	   , until satisfactory convergence of this series to-
wards the solution is detected. This algorithm requires
one to evaluate the nonlinear function  and its jacobian
for any input motion  .
In the Hybrid Frequency/Time domain method, this
evaluation is performed by applying to the displacement
and the nonlinear force alternate transformations from
the frequency domain to the time domain. Its principal
steps are outlined as follows:
1. Inverse Fast Fourier Transforms are applied to the
harmonic coefficients stored in  , so as to obtain
the periodic time histories of the motion of the non-
linear DOFs of the structure.
2. The time histories of the nonlinear forces resulting
from this imposed displacement are calculated.
3. Fast Fourier Transforms are applied to the time his-
tories of the nonlinear forces, and they yield the har-
monic coefficients stored in     	 .
4.    	 is evaluated according to Eq. (55).
The advantage of the HFT method is that the evalua-
tion of the nonlinear forces is performed in the time do-
main. Therefore, the nonlinearities associated to these
forces can be calculated with a very high accuracy. Also,
evaluating these forces in the time domain allows one
to capture complex hysteretic nonlinearities, such as the
stick/slip behavior of friction dampers.
As a consequence, the accuracy of the HFT method is
only limited by (1) the number of harmonics used in the
HBM to generate the equations of motion, and (2), the
ability of the nonlinear solver to converge towards the
solution.
4.2 Structures with multiple frictional interfaces
For structures featuring several frictional interfaces,
that is, non-cyclic structures with several friction
dampers attached, or cyclic structures which feature
more than one friction damper per sector, the jacobian of
Eq. (55) can be computed in a very efficient way. Mis-
tuned bladed disks are examples of such structures: since
they do not satisfy the cyclic symmetry hypothesis, their
dynamics cannot be deduced from the study of one sec-
tor only, and therefore their analysis must consider the












Fig. 3: Partial view of a bladed disk assembly model.
For such systems, the components of  can be ordered
as:
     $FDEDFDE$     $ (56)
where 	 consists of the cosine and sine harmonic coef-
ficients of the nonlinear DOFs corresponding to the - -thfriction damper, that is:
      / $    : 
 $    :  $FDEDFDE$   A*: 
 $   A*&:    D (57)
Since the nonlinear friction forces exerted by the
dampers depend on the motion of the corresponding fric-
tional interfaces only, # is expressed as:
    	        	%$EDFDEDF$         	   D (58)
Thus, the jacobian of the nonlinear function  is given
by:   G H BDiag )   $EDFDEDF$    9 $ (59)
where         	   D (60)G
is the linear part of the jacobian. As observed in the
derivation of the equations of motion obtained by the har-
monic balance method, it depends only on the structural
matrices and the frequency of excitation P .
Therefore, when Eq. (55) is solved for a given fre-
quency,
G
can be computed once and for all at the be-
ginning of the solution process. If the nonlinear solver
needs a new estimate of the jacobian as it converges to-
wards the solution,
G
does not need to be recalculated,
and only a new, simple evaluation of the blocks
  is
necessary. These blocks are easily calculated by finite
differences with successive evaluations of the nonlinear
functions   .
Thus, when    is very large, namely, when the struc-
ture features a large number of independent frictional in-
terfaces,

is obtained in a very efficient fashion that does
not penalize, in terms of CPU time, the solving of the
nonlinear function  .
8
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Fig. 4: Forced response of the nonlinear friction
DOFs of a 7% mistuned, 108 beam assembly. The re-
sponse of the structure is approximated with the har-
monics 1, 3, 5, DFDED , 21.
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Three numerical examples are presented in this paper.
They illustrate the ability of the Hybrid Frequency/Time
domain method to handle efficiently (1) structures with
a high number of nonlinear DOFs, (2) cyclic structures;
and (3), systems where the time histories of the nonlinear
forces are complicated.
5.1 Mistuned bladed disk assembly
In this example, a structure made of 108 beams with
108 ground-to-blade friction dampers is considered. The
forced response of a system of 36 beams with similar
characteristics has been studied by Nacivet et al.23, 24 . As
partially depicted in Fig. 3, the beams of this system are
attached to a fixed, rigid support. The mass and stiffness
matrices of the   -th beam are defined as:       U$
where

and  are 3-by-3 matrices provided by
SNECMA Co., which correspond to a reduced-order
model of blade described in Berthillier et al.29 The mis-
tuning coefficients   follow a normal distribution cen-
tered at 1 with a standard deviation of 7%.
A stiffness N 
 of  D  	 N couples the tips of two
adjacent beams. This stiffness can be interpreted as the
flexibility of the disk or as a shroud for more realistic
bladed-disk assemblies.




















10   (m)-5
Mono-harmonic excitation
3-harmonic excitation
Fig. 5: Forced response of the nonlinear friction DOF
of the reference sector of a 36-beam cyclic assembly.
21 harmonics are retained to describe the dynamics
of the structure.
Each beam is subject to the action of a ground-to-
blade friction damper, and all the dampers share the same
characteristics. They are modeled as simple hysteretic
dampers of stiffness N   <D    	
 N.m 2 . They follow
the law of dry friction of Coulomb, with a friction coef-
ficient of 1. The contact point at the platform/damper
interface is allowed to move along one direction, and the
dampers are pressed under the platforms with a constant
normal load of ! N. Therefore, the dampers exert a
nonlinear friction force on only one DOF of each of the
beams.
Finally, the tips of the beams are subject to a mono-
harmonic traveling excitation of amplitude  N with an
engine order of 5.
The forced response of the structure is depicted in
Fig. 4. The characteristics of the set of equations solved
by the HFT method are given below:  The structure is represented by 324 DOFs, among
which 108 are nonlinear.  The forced response of the system has been calcu-
lated with the harmonics 1, 3, 5, 7, DEDFD , 19 and 21,
since it can be proven that the even harmonics of
the friction forces are exactly zero for the type of
nonlinearity considered here. Therefore, the motion
of each DOF is represented by 22 real coefficients.
As a consequence, the dynamics of the structure is repre-
sented by 7128 harmonic coefficients, which lead to a re-
duced nonlinear system of 2376 unknowns, correspond-
9
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Fig. 6: Time history of the friction force applied to the
nonlinear DOF of the reference sector at 200 rad.s 2  .
ing to the harmonic coefficients of the nonlinear DOFs
only.
A Gateway computer with a 2 GHz Pentium IV pro-
cessor has been used to calculate this forced response.
The CPU time required to solve the nonlinear system
near the resonant peak at ! rad.s 2 is 110 seconds.
At the same frequency, the CPU time dedicated to the
condensation of the system on the nonlinear DOFs rep-
resents about 1.5 second. This means that the number of
linear DOFs of the structure could be greatly increased
without penalizing the CPU time required to solve the
nonlinear system. In particular, a greater number of nor-
mal modes could be included in the reduced-order mod-
els that represent the beams so as to increase the accuracy
of the calculation.
This study shows that the HFT method is applicable to
the calculation of the forced response of systems having
a large number of nonlinear friction DOFs, without sac-
rificing the number of harmonics retained in the analysis.
5.2 Tuned bladed disk assembly
The characteristics of the structure presented in the
first example are now slightly modified: The number of
beams of the assembly is reduced to 36, and the mistun-
ing coefficients   are all set to 0, so that the structure
is spatially cyclic. Therefore, the cyclic symmetry the-
ory developed in this paper can be directly applied to
the structure. The properties of the dampers as well as
the value of the inter-sector elastic coupling remain un-
changed.
The forced response of the structure is studied for two
different excitations. The first excitation is a travelling

































320 04 48 8
Spatial cyclicity of the reponse of the structure
associated to the first harmonic of the excitation
applied on the reference sector
Fig. 7: Temporal harmonics of the nonlinear force
applied to the reference sector, with the correspond-
ing spatial harmonics exhibited by the response of the
structure.
wave of engine order 11   , which rotates with the an-
gular velocity  . It is approximated by a series of three
spatial harmonics of cyclicity 1 1 ,  1 1 and  1 1 . As these
waves rotate, they excite the reference sector of the struc-
ture at the pulsations P ,  P and  P , where P  1 1  . The
first linear excitation applied to the tip of the beam of the





	  	K  P
	0  0  P
	
One should note that the amplitudes of the second and
third harmonic waves are designed so that they corre-
spond respectively to 75% and 25% of the amplitude of
the fundamental wave. These values are common in tur-
bomachinery applications.
The second excitation studied is simply the mono-




For these two excitations, the forced responses of the
friction DOF of the reference sector have been computed
with the harmonics 0, 1, 2, DEDFD , 20 and 21. The com-
parison of these two responses is shown in Fig. 5. It il-
lustrates the dramatic change of behavior of the system
when one neglects to take into account all the harmonics
of the linear excitation.
When subject to a mono-harmonic excitation, the
structure exhibits a response with only one resonant
peak, around 200 rad/s. When subject to the three-
harmonic excitation, a second resonant peak appears
around 100 rad/s. This peak is due to the presence of
10
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Length = 1.0 m
Width = 0.08 m
Thickness = 0.02 m
Young's modulus = 2.0 1011 Pa
Poisson ratio = 0.3
Density = 7600 kg/m3
The platforms are located at one fourth
of the beam, and are 0.10 m long.
The friction point is centered at 0.02 m







Fig. 8: Model of cantilevered beam with attached fric-
tion damper.
the second spatial harmonic of engine order  1 1 , which
excites the reference sector at twice the frequency of the
fundamental temporal harmonic. One should also ex-
pect a third resonant peak around 70 rad/s; however, the
amplitude of the third harmonic of the excitation is not
large enough to produce a significant contribution in the
response, and the response of the structure at this fre-
quency is largely dominated by the second component of
the excitation.
Figure 6 shows the time history of the friction force
applied to the nonlinear DOF of the reference sector. The
highly nonlinear character of the friction force is obvi-
ous, as the damper switches from the stick state to the slip
state twice over a period of motion. The Fourier harmon-
ics of the friction force corresponding to this time history
are presented in Fig. 7. They show that, although the
fundamental harmonic is dominant, neglecting the other
harmonics would lead to a significant loss of accuracy.
Finally, the correspondence between the temporal har-
monics of the force applied to the reference sector and
the spatial harmonics exhibited by the response of the
complete structure shows that only 9 spatial modes of vi-
bration are present.
Since the cyclic symmetry theory allows one to de-
duce the dynamics of the structure from the study of
the response of the 3-DOF reference sector, the CPU
time associated with solving the nonlinear set of equa-
tions of motion is extremely small. In this example, at
200 rad.s 2 , this CPU time is 0.04s. This must be com-
pared with the CPU time required to study the response
of the complete structure without using its property of
cyclic symmetry: in this case, the solution at the same
frequency is obtained in 65s.
























Fig. 9: Linear and nonlinear forced responses of the
cantilevered beam presented in Fig. 8.
5.3 Beam subject to friction with variable normal load
The third example studied is depicted in Fig. 8. It con-
sists of a cantilevered beam excited at its tip by a har-
monic force of amplitude 100 N in the X direction. The
platform of the beam is subject to the action of a friction
damper. The dimensions and the mechanical properties
of the beam are also described in Fig. 8.
The model of friction damper considered allows for
both tangential (along the X direction) and normal (along
the Z direction) motion. It is characterized by its tangen-
tial stiffness N 7 and its normal stiffness N= . In this exam-
ple, N 7  N+    	
 N.m 2 . The flexibility of the
damper in the Z direction implies that any normal motion
of the platform produces a variation of the normal load
applied by the damper to the platform. Also, when the
displacement of the platform is zero in the Z direction,
the normal contact force exerted by the damper on the
platform is chosen to be equal to 2000 N.
The beam is condensed out using the Craig-Bampton
component mode synthesis. The reduced-order model
obtained is made of (1) the X and Z DOFs associated to
the node of the tip where the blade is excited, (2) the X
and Z DOFs associated to the friction point, and (3), 15
modal coordinates corresponding to the normal modes
of vibration of the blade when the physical DOFs men-
tioned above are fixed.
For this system, the nonlinear analysis is carried out
with the harmonics 0, 1, 2, DFDED , 11, corresponding to a
converged solution.
Two forced responses observed at the tip of the blade
are described in Fig. 9. The first one corresponds to the
mono-harmonic, linear case where the friction damper is
11
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Fig. 10: Percentage of slip time and separation time
over a period of motion of the platform.
always attached to the platform, that is, its action on the
blade is analog to the effect of an additional stiffness.
The second forced response corresponds to the non-
linear case where the damper can alternate stick, slip
and separation phases over a period of motion. It coin-
cides with the linear response for the lowest amplitudes
of motions, since the tangential motion of the platform at
these low response levels is not large enough to make the
damper slip.
As shown in Fig. 10, there exists a large range of fre-
quencies for which the behavior of the damper is highly
nonlinear. Near the resonant peak of the nonlinear re-
sponse, around 22 Hz, the damper spends 30% of the
period of motion in the slip state, and also 30% of the pe-
riod in the separation state where it is no longer in contact
with the platform. This is further illustrated in Fig. 11
where the time histories of the tangential and normal
contact forces, calculated at 22 Hz, show the complexity
of the interaction between the damper and the platform.
Despite the strong nonlinearity exhibited by the sys-
tem, the hybrid frequency/time domain method is able
to calculate the solution of the nonlinear system over
the selected range of frequencies without being hindered
by convergence problems. The combination of the HFT
method and the hybrid Powell algorithm seems therefore
effectively adapted to the study of the dynamics of sys-
tems featuring complex nonlinear contact forces.






























Fig. 11: Time histories of the tangential and normal
components of the contact force at 22 Hz.
6. CONCLUSION
Two extensions of the Harmonic Balance Method have
been proposed in this paper:
The first one is a new method of reduction of the
equations of motion to the nonlinear DOFs of systems
with friction dampers. It allows the study of structures
represented by reduced-order models of relatively large
size. These reduced-order models feature a high num-
ber of normal modes of vibration and a large number of
physical DOFs. Therefore, they offer a better approxi-
mation of the dynamics of the structure, and they are of
greater interest for parametric studies aimed at optimiz-
ing the characteristics and configurations of the dampers.
When frequency responses are computed, the computa-
tional cost of the new reduction method becomes negli-
gible compared to that of solving the reduced nonlinear
system.
The second extension is an exact derivation of the
equations of motion for flexible, cyclic structures sub-
ject to linear excitations and nonlinear, displacement-
dependent forces. Unlike the approximations encoun-
tered in the previous literature, it allows one to take into
account the elastic coupling existing between the sectors
of the structure. A special relation between the temporal
harmonics of the excitation and the spatial harmonics of
the response of the structure is exhibited.
These two developments are combined with the Hy-
brid Frequency/Time domain method to study the dy-
namics of friction damped systems. A modified version
of the hybrid Powell algorithm is used to solve the set of
nonlinear equations. The numerical examples show that
complex, large systems can be efficiently and accurately
studied, and they suggest that the method is directly ap-
12
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plicable to the more realistic structures found in the tur-
bomachinery industry.
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APPENDIX




The complex Fourier matrix
	
is defined for a    -
sector cyclic assembly as:
	 
-
$  	     1  	  2 	  2  $  - $  	
	   $    !D
Assuming that the number of DOFs of a cyclic sector
of the assembly is   , the block version 	 of the Fourier
matrix (referred to as extended Fourier matrix) is given
by: 	  	    $


















 line    such that
 H N 121       !$
where 
 - is defined as:

 -  )  $FDFDEDK$ 1 	 > 3 ?   -    $FDEDFDF$ 1 	 > 3 ? 	   2  -    9  D
Also, if  is a        	 -by-        	 , real, block-
circulant matrix with blocks of size   , then
	    	  BDiag )  / $FDEDFDE$    2 9 $
where  / $FDFDEDF$    2 are   -by-   complex matrices.
Definition and property of the Kronecker product
Given a - -by-  matrix  and a matrix  , the Kro-necker product of A and B is defined as:
       $  	  DEDFD    $  	 ... ...  - $  	  DEDFD   - $  	 

It also satisfies the following property:
    	K   	    	    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